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Vintage baseball uniforms for sale

XGame7 Sports Wear uses cookies to improve your experience on our site. Cookies allow you to enjoy certain features (such as cart recording), social sharing features (for Facebook, Instagram, etc.) and tailor messages and display ads to your interests (on our site and others). They also help us understand how to use our site. Read more and set your cookie settings here . By
continuing to use our website, you agree to use our cookies. About 1890s Goldsmith Brand Pre-Weld Spiderman-style Catcher's Mask. The mask has metallic lock connections and a leather pad, such as a leather jaw and forehead cushion. The mask has a fabric Goldsmith badge that must be seeded on the forehead pillow. That's a nice 19th-century catcher's mask. $425.00 This
item is a stunning full Wright &amp; Ditson Baseball Uniform originating in the state of Connecticut. The uniform features a Wright &amp; Ditson Collared jersey with buttons for cuffs, wright &amp; ditson quilted baseball pants, a baseball belt, a rare pillbox cap and a pair of baseball socks. It is almost unheard of to find such a perfect baseball uniform that has survived together for
about 120 years. The uniform comes from Westport, Connecticut, and I believe the uniform is waterbury for the Connecticut team. The uniform includes 1880s hand tags for a Waterbury baseball team game against a meridens team. This handbill didn't come from a jersey, but is a great companion piece. The jersey has a Wright &amp; Ditson tennis player style that needs to be
sewn with a tag. On the chest of the jersey are white W and B letters with a little mild koiholing that reveals the green material below. The jersey is green, but there's some fading to it. The trousers also feature identical Wright &amp; Ditson tagging and feature heavy quilted padding. The trousers have a pocket on the turntable, and their original red fabric and brown leather
baseball belt. The pillbox has wear and there is a small tear at the top of it, but the pill box caps are so hard to find. Fantastic turn-of-the-century baseball uniform that will undoubtedly create a museum quality display. Sold. About the 1920s Nash Motors baseball team Full Green Pinstriped Uniform honus Wagner Sporting Goods and Charles Carr Athletic Clothing Tagging. This
fantastic uniform has a blue and red Nash logo on its chest and a left shoulder S. Both the jersey and trousers have Honus Wagner Sporting items tagging as well as marking Carr Athletic Clothing. This is a larger uniform, and it is in excellent condition, retaining its button, with no tears, tears or sticks. Fantastic early baseball uniform with a neat early car manufacturer connection.
$800.00 You don't have permission to access d-20338967-64455740+z-9-1713491599 server. Reference In an attempt to find the original woolly cohesive back In the 1980s, the founder of Ebbets was led to a warehouse containing baseball flannel from the '40s. He bought it one bolt at a time and built our company on top of it. We are committed to bringing mid-century American
sportswear to the 21st century audience of quality, beauty and crafts.... READ MORE eBayantique baseball uniformPage 2eBayantique baseball uniform
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